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Involve Users or Fail: An IT Project Case Study from East Africa

Chris Procter, Salford Business School, University of Salford, Manchester, UK
Molly Businge, Salford Business School, University of Salford, Manchester, UK

ABSTRACT
Repeated surveys, and most notably those by the Standish Group, suggest that a substantial proportion of Information Technology (IT) projects fail. The literature suggests that this is in part due to a lack of user involvement in the project. The authors' research describes the case study of a major IT system implementation project in East Africa. The paper reports on the results of both an online questionnaire and interviews with key participants. The authors' findings suggest that the subsequent failure of this project was in large part attributable to a lack of user involvement in the definition of requirements and implementation of the system. There did not appear to be an organisational culture that recognised the significance of such participation in the project. Although there are issues of definition raised, such as the definition of success and failure, this work supports previous findings that user involvement is a key factor in IT project success and failure.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper examines the implementation of a new IT system into a bank in East Africa. Over the years the bank had automated several operations based on individual user or departmental information. The systems that were being used were on several platforms that needed to be merged. The bank required an IT system to streamline its operations and also to reduce fraud that was rising as a result of increasing market activity. The project was managed by a project team including the project manager, who was also the head of IT in the bank, members from the board of directors, and some of the heads of department. The project involved the implementation of a Management Information System (MIS) that was to consolidate, streamline and automate all processes in the investment bank. The budgeted cost of the project was about $4,000,000 and this was for both hardware and software, exclusive of recurrent licenses. During the course of the project, costs increased to an estimated $5,350,000 partly due to the 20% yearly license fee later agreed with the supplier.

The project was estimated to take a period of six months to implement. However at the time it was stopped, it had been running for about one year. All budgetary allocations had been stopped by management. The hardware component of the project was about 85% implemented but the software component, the greater part of the whole project, was largely not implemented.

DOI: 10.4018/ijitpm.2013100103
The author worked as an ICT systems administrator representing the branch of her bank during the project. The researcher was particularly interested, from her experience, in the human factors that contributed to the failure of the project and thus approached key stakeholders with a view to participating in research which sought to establish the level of user involvement in the project, and the relationship between this and the project outcome. This personal involvement, and the significant role played by a few key stakeholders suggested qualitative research (discussed further in the section on methodology). Creswell’s widely cited work on qualitative research design (2007) suggests the case study as one of the five valid approaches for designing qualitative research. Thus the research examines the project as a case study in which we aim to answer three research questions:

1. What is the link between user involvement and IT project success?
2. How did the users describe their involvement in the project?
3. What issues were voiced or shared relating to how user involvement influences a project?

The paper thus commences with a discussion on the definition of project success and failure, which is a key concept in this paper and a contested field. It then discusses the role of users and user involvement in IT projects. It goes on to examine literature concerning the significance of users in IT projects, the benefits and costs of user involvement and more detailed issues such as how and when to involve users. The paper describes the case study and the organisation of a questionnaire and interviews to elicit the views of those who took part in the project. The paper presents the findings from this research and discusses the findings with conclusions including suggestions for future work.

LITERATURE

IT Project Success/Failure

The failure rate of IT projects has been an area of great concern from the earliest days of software engineering and has resulted in a significant body of research investigating the reasons for failure (Agarwal & Rathod, 2006; Standish Chaos report, 2009). The 2009 Standish Group Chaos report, for example, showed a decline in the number of successful IT projects to 32% with those that were “challenged” at 44% whilst the remaining 24% were considered as failed projects. This report explained that in 2009 compared to the previous years there was a decline in success rates. In fact the report stated that the results in 2009 indicated the “highest failure rates” in a long time (Standish Chaos report, 2009).

User involvement has been ranked as one of the top factors that determine project success or failure: for example in the 1995 report, user involvement was ranked highest as the most significant contributor of project success or failure. The 2000, 2001 and 2009 reports indicated user involvement as one of the key explanations as to why projects fail or succeed. “Lack of user involvement has been the number one contributor to project failure. Even when delivered on time and on budget a project can fail if it does not meet user needs or expectations” (Standish Chaos report, 2001).

Defining IT Project Success Such reports of course presuppose an agreed definition of project success. However, there is no common definition for success and failure (Thomas & Fernandez, 2008). Wang and Huang (2005) suggest there are different meanings attached to project success. For example, Thong et al (1996), define IT project success as the degree to which a particular project enables an organisation to meet its stated goals. He and King (2008) term IT project success as the way the system works in general in line with how efficient and useful it is, while De Wit (1988) argued that a project is generally a success when all technical specifications have been met and the different
stakeholder expectations have been satisfied. It is clear that the way one person looks and defines what a successful project is varies from another person’s view (Shenhar et al., 2001). It is what the different stakeholders perceive as success that is of great significance (Baker et al., 1983).

Whilst this position has great merit, for the purposes of this paper it is safe to rely upon the traditional and widely accepted definition given by Powers and Dickson (1973). They define IT project success as a project that is delivered on time, within budget and meets user requirements. This is referred to as the “Golden triangle” (Kerzner, 1994) or the “Iron triangle” (Bryde & Robinson, 2005).

User Involvement

The term user is deployed differently depending on the context it is used in. Damodaran (1996) states that users are people that will in the end own the system that is being implemented while the PMBOK (2004) categorises users as stakeholders who will utilise the “project’s products or services”. Several different users can be recognized:

- Senior management that use information from the system to make strategic decisions
- Middle management who observe and control any work that will and is performed by the system
- Employees who perform tasks on the system daily (Cavaye, 1995).

The term user involvement has been used interchangeably with terms such as “user participation” (Wu & Marakas, 2006), “user engagement” (Chan & Pan, 2008) and “representing the user” (Iivari, 2006) among others. Follstad, et al. (2004), define user involvement as “the activities in the information systems development process where information about users is collected, or users are actively involved in the requirements engineering, construction or development phase of the project” (p. 25). User involvement is also defined as the actual interaction with users during system design and implementation (Kujala, 2003) and where users get to participate in the processes and activities during the development of a new system. This definition summarises the use of the term in this paper.

The idea of user involvement in the design of the systems they would use is not particular or newly created by IT. Alvin Toffler famously predicted in his book ‘The Third Wave’ (Toffler 1980) the advent of the ‘prosumer’ – i.e. pro-active consumers who would help design the goods and services they would later use. In Web development user participation in the design and use of systems has become widely accepted with adoption of the term Web 2.0 coined by O’Reilly (2007).

The Significance of User Involvement In IT Projects

The Information Systems literature agrees that user involvement is a really important issue. Research in IT project management and software development demonstrate the need for user involvement and suggests that the greater end users’ participation in the development process, the easier the implementation of the project (Harris & Weistroffer, 2009). According to Damodaran (1996), lack or user involvement or insufficient user involvement in IT projects, especially when it comes to the design process has been said to be one of the top most reasons as to why projects fail to meet the desired outcomes. Hasan (1999) discusses the significance of the impact of organisational culture in the adoption of IT, and this is more fully reviewed by Leidner and Kayworth (2006). Heeks (2002) discusses the significance of organisational culture in relation to project success and failure in Information Systems projects in developing countries, but the literature in this field is very limited. The benefits of involving users can include:

- Improved system quality
- Increased system acceptance and satisfaction
- Clearer definition of user requirements
How to Involve Users in IT Projects

There is considerable discussion on how users can be involved in information system development and IT projects. They can be given responsibilities as part of the project team or just consulted in case specific information is needed (Kujala, 2008). In order to get users involved in IT projects or information system development processes, a range of techniques have been suggested by different authors. Hartwick and Barki (1994), for example, recognized three ways users could participate in system development and these are:

- **Overall Responsibility:** Where users have certain tasks and obligations that show liability for the project
- **User Information System Relationship:** Looks at the power users have during phases in the development process, showing how they can communicate their views such as being kept informed of the progress of the system and authorising work done by the development team
- **Hands on Activity:** Which looks at the work users actually do, such as identifying what the system should look like, writing procedures and reports

Damodaran’s research suggests an important difference between involving users and allowing them the power to make important decisions that may have an impact on the system (Damodaran, 1996). She represented the ways users can be involved in IT project on a scale showing three forms beginning with:

- **The Informative Form:** Allows users to get involved as information providers
- **Consultative Form:** Users get involved giving their views on what has been presented to them with regards to the new system
- **The Participative Form:** Where users have a say on the decisions that can affect the system as a whole

This is developed further by Palanisamy and Sushil (2002) who discussed ways of involving users from the planning point of view and suggested that having users act as consultants, or selecting specific people to represent the user group on a project team or steering committee can be ways of involving users. This idea is established in many methods. For example, traditional analysis and design methods such as the Structured System Analysis and Design Method (SSADM) specified the involvement of users in systems development. More importantly, Project Management methods such as PRINCE2, which originated in the IT Project Management method PROMPT, require the involvement of users at the Project Board level. This thinking has been advanced significantly with the establishment of Agile Project Management methods and explicit integration of user defined quality into the success criteria of Six Sigma and other approaches.

**When to Involve Users**

Different authors have suggested the various stages at which users should get involved in IT projects (Noyes et al., 1996; Wu & Marakas, 2006). Many of them have found that user involvement is more fruitful in the early stages of the system development process. For example, Cavaye (1995) explains that users should be involved in initial stages of system development, where the reasons as to why a system should be implemented are being discussed and requirements discovered. This will foster better understanding of system requirements and it is also less expensive to make changes earlier on in the process than in later stages (Noyes et al., 1996).

Involving users earlier on in the analysis stage has greater impact allowing them to easily accept and use the system (Wu & Marakas, 2006).

They add that the analysis and design stages of the system development process are the most vital stages where users need to be involved for the process to be successful. Choe (1998) suggests that having users take part in the
design and implementation phases could lead to enhanced agreement among all members in the organisation. The planning stage has also been thought to be the best stage to involve users because it will lead to “strategic success”, and that when users take part in the planning stage, they are more likely to take part in the later stages of requirements definition and system design (Palanisamy & Sushil, 2002). Kim and Lee (1986) learnt that when it comes to the implementation stage, user involvement is useful with the help and support of management as well as a positive user attitude towards the whole concept of participation. Cavaye (1995) suggests that the later stages where the system is being tested and installed are also vital.

Unlike authors that are specific about the stages users should be involved in the system development process, Majid et al (2010) and Noyes et al (1996) argue that users should be involved in all the different stages from the initial to the final phases of the process. Majid et al’s (2010) research, where a survey on user involvement was carried out in the whole software development life cycle, concluded that involving users in all the phases of development is of significant importance and can in turn lead to a successful system.

**Costs of User Involvement**

There are, however costs involved in user involvement. For example:

- **User involvement in system development** necessitates a lot of time to be set aside for both users and developers and can lead to project delays (Wu & Marakas, 2006).
- **User involvement can be a challenge** when it comes to both the users and developers of the system exchanging ideas and passing on information. Users need to be adequately informed about what system design entails and may need training to have full understanding of the processes (Wilson et al., 1997). SSADM, for example, included a whole handbook for users to understand the method and terminology.

- **Involving users causes an escalation in the financial resources since additional people are taking part in the project (Cavaye, 1995).**

Markus and Mao (2004) argue that, due to the expense and time involved of having users involved in IT project development their involvement should only be taken up in situations where it is really required, such as in big projects and those with difficult tasks (Mckeen & Guimaraes, 1997).

**Literature Summary**

It is established that using the definition of the widely established Iron Triangle, there continues to be a substantial proportion of IT projects that fail. The literature is agreed that there is a clear correlation between user involvement and project success. There are different approaches to user involvement ranging from specific stages of development, to a methodological approach requiring user involvement in the project from inception to review. Greater involvement can be closely related to greater success but also greater cost.

**METHOD**

Between 2009 and 2010 the lead author was involved in a major systems development project whose objective was to consolidate, streamline and automate all processes in the investment bank. Despite considerable expenditure the project had to be abandoned after its expected completion date, with the bulk of the requirements not being met. The extent of user involvement appeared to be very closely related to the project outcome. The author turned from actor to researcher in order to interpret the story of the project as a case study. According to Yin (2003), “a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context especially when the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not evident” (p. 23).
The method of investigation involved a questionnaire and interviews with key respondents. The questionnaire allowed for the efficient collection of data from a significant number of project participants (Saunders et al., 2003). It was sent using Survey Monkey to 30 individual email accounts. Survey Monkey is a free online survey tool that allows a user to create his/her own questionnaires easily and which also helps to analyse the data. Judgemental sampling (Saunders et al., 2003) was used to select the 30 individuals because they were in the best position to provide the information that would enable the author answer the research questions.

The structure of the questionnaire was designed in such a way as to be answered by two main types of users; those that existed in the organisation when the project took place but were not actively involved, and those users that were actively involved and had a responsibility in the project. It comprised 10 questions on user involvement and project success including both open and closed questions. The 10 questions were as follows in Table 1.

Prior to sending the questionnaires, an informed consent form was sent to all the respondents asking for their approval to take part in the research with an explanation of the aim of the research including a link to the questionnaire. 24 respondents completed the questionnaire.

This was followed by interviews. Six respondents were interviewed: these included one system developer, one user from operations department, three staff from the IT departments and one from customer services. Interviewees were briefed by emails as to the duration and location of their interviews.

RESULTS

Data Analysis

Survey Monkey was used to generate the results from the questionnaire and this data was analysed thematically and matched to themes arising from interviews. Given the qualitative nature of the research and the role of the researcher in the project, the author was especially interested in establishing and appreciating the different views the users from the various departments had on user involvement in the project, and to understand this through the eyes of the users (Saunders et al., 2003).

Data relevant to this theme are given from the analysis of the questionnaires. For open-ended responses and interviews, direct quotes are used to illustrate what the participants said.

Questionnaire Analysis

Respondents that took part in the questionnaire were from the IT, Operations, Customer Services and Accounts departments. They were asked if they took part in the project development process. 22 out of 24 people that returned their questionnaires responded to this question with 11 people indicating that they took part in the development of the project, and 11 others indicating that they did not. Subsequent answers (see below) suggest that some had a partial involvement.

Those that had taken part in the project development were further asked to specify the roles they played. Seven respondents stated that they had been part of the project team, five had taken the role of users and one specified a role of infrastructure administrator. In addition to the roles they played, participants were asked at what stage they were involved in the project.

Six indicated they had been involved in the planning stage, three in the design stage, eight in implementation and six in testing. Three of the whole group had taken part in all 4 stages. All respondents were asked if they had been consulted on system requirements. A total of 19 people answered this question. 11 of the 19 indicated that they were not consulted on system requirements, while 8 said they had been consulted. Respondents were additionally asked if the project team kept them informed about the project and its progress.

Again a total of 19 people answered this question but in this case, 9 people said they had been informed on the progress and 10 answered that they had not. During the project development many of the users did not know what was
Table 1. Ten questions on user involvement and project success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Issue to address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Which department do you work in?</td>
<td>This question looked at the examples of end-users in this organisation and helped find out which users were mostly involved in the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Did you take part in the IT project?</td>
<td>This question meant to find out if the users were involved in the IT project. Responses given provided an insight of whether users actually took part in the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>If yes, what was your role? If no, proceed to question 5</td>
<td>This question sought to find out how the users were involved and how they contributed in the project implementation. In other words what responsibilities were they given?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>At what stage where you involved in the project?</td>
<td>This question intended to find out when in the project the users were involved if they were involved. The information presented the researcher with an understanding of which stages the organisation thought users needed to be involved in the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Did the project team consult you on requirements?</td>
<td>According to Kujala et al (2005), users are good at what they do that is the tasks they perform. They know what they want the system to do. This question therefore sought out if the project team took the time to ask users what they wanted the system to do in order to improve on productivity and efficiency as they perform their tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Did the project team keep you informed about the project and its progress?</td>
<td>For the users that were not directly involved in the project, did the project team at least involve them by continuously updating them on what had been done and what was left to be done?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Do you think you should have been involved in the IT project?</td>
<td>In this case, this question searched for users’ opinion on getting involved in the IT project. Whether they thought it was necessary or not and if they actually wanted to participate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>In your opinion, what would you say the outcome of the IT project was? Give reasons for your answer.</td>
<td>This question examined the understanding of users’ view on project success and failure and what criteria different people use to measure success/failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>In your own opinion how much do you agree/disagree with this statement? “The level of user involvement in the IT project contributed to its success/failure”</td>
<td>This question investigated to what extent user involvement determined the outcome of the IT project and what users thought of “user involvement” as a criteria for project success/failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Do you have any views considering user involvement in IT projects in general?</td>
<td>This gave an opportunity for the users to express their views regarding user involvement in any IT projects from the experience they have had.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

happening at the various stages of the project. Participants were also asked if they thought they should have been involved in the development process. 16 people answered this question, with 15 agreeing that they should have been involved in the project, and 1 person stating that they should not have been involved.

They were further asked to explain why they thought they should or should not have been involved in the project. Five gave reasons relating to their role as end users and their being affected by the new system:
As an end user, I will be the one to use the system in the long run and so by getting involved I will be able to have a better understanding of the system ... 

Four participants gave reasons stating that they should have been involved in the project mainly because their involvement would help them better understand the system which in turn would enable them to perform their tasks more efficiently. Some users expressed their opinions in the following way:

...I needed the skills to be able to serve clients better

If I am going to use the system, I should be able to know how the system will help me do my work

Six respondents suggested that they should have been involved in the development of the project because their requirements needed to be considered and they felt it was necessary for the system to meet and identify with their needs. One of the respondents wrote:

...For such a project the main goal is to meet the user needs and therefore user involvement is mandatory. User involvement is the key concept in the development of useful and usable systems and has positive effects on system success and user satisfaction.

Another stated that:

As a user I would be the most reliable person to identify system needs for the tasks to be performed.

Reasons for Success/ Failure

Respondents were then asked to give their opinion on what they considered the outcome of the project was and why they thought it was a success/failure. Of the 24 that returned their questionnaires, 23 participants gave their opinions and from the responses, 17 believed the project was a failure whilst 6 said the project was a success. The responses given were grouped into 2 to include reasons for success and reasons for failure of the project.

In discussing the reasons for success/failure one respondent explained that the roles that they had to perform were taken into consideration. Another said the project was a success because the technical side of it was a success. He wrote:

The project was both infrastructure upgrade and system upgrade. The infrastructure was successfully upgraded... So the technical implementation of the project was a success ....

For the majority who classed the project as a failure, the reasons given show that most of the respondents attributed the project failure to lack of user involvement (seven) and the fact that the system was never implemented (six). The seven citing user involvement included comments such as:

End users had no idea of what was going on

Lack of user involvement proved fatal for the project. Without user involvement nobody in the organisation felt committed to the system...senior management and users needed to get involved from the start and continuously throughout the development...

Whilst amongst the six who referred to the non-implementation of the system comments included:

The project never took off. It was a total failure

...the operational and other systems within the project were not completed due to the board's decision to stop implementation...

We did not get to use it
Other respondents attributed the project failure to issues such as poor communication from management and the project team. For example one respondent wrote:

After all the time, effort and money invested, the system was never used and reasons for this were never communicated

Another respondent said the project did not meet organisational requirements. Others wrote that it was due to poor planning including the failure to take into account the increase in project costs.

From the project outcome, participants were then asked to state how much they agreed with the statement “The level of user involvement in the project contributed to its success/failure”. From 23 responses 12 respondents strongly agreed with the statement, 4 agreed, 4 were neutral (neither agreed nor disagreed), 1 disagreed with the statement, and 2 strongly disagreed with the statement

Finally, respondents were asked to give their views on user involvement in IT projects in general, with no specific reference to the bank’s project. A total of 14 out of the 24 respondents gave their views. From the responses collected, 5 said that it was important for all users in an organisation to be involved at all stages of a system development cycle. One respondent wrote that:

Users should never be left out of project developments and should generally be involved at all stages to better understand and share requirements”

Another that:

...all people that need to be involved in the IT project should be consulted throughout the development of the project

Aside from involving all users at all stages, 2 respondents discussed views related to involving users as a means of helping them understand and accept the new system hence reducing the chances of resistance. 3 highlighted views on user involvement as being important when it comes to helping users and system developers determine system requirements, 2 wrote that user involvement leads to IT project success and another 2 suggested that involving users will improve work efficiency among other reasons.

**Interview Analysis**

Interviews were carried out to get a more in-depth understanding of the project. Semi structured questions were asked under the topics; project funding, senior management involvement/interference, the stage in the project that problems were noticed, what could have been done differently in the project and whether there has since been an improvement in the development of other projects in the same organisation.

**Project Funding**

When asked about project funding, 5 interviewees said the project failed to meet the allocated budget due to a continuous increase in costs. The management of the organisation did not put aside money to cover unexpected costs and there was poor planning in terms of the project cost. For example, the annual licence fee for the software was not considered in the budget:

The organisation had money put aside for the project but this money was not sustainable since other costs on requirements kept coming in.

...During the project implementation, there was a slump in the business (Financial investment) and no money to continue financing it. The company decided to cut costs and thought the project would not be necessary after all...

**Senior Management Involvement/Interference**

Another important issue that was discussed during the interviews concerned the impact of
senior management involvement/interference in the project on the outcome of the project. Two main arguments were raised; inadequate support from senior management and limited management involvement. 2 interviewees suggested that senior management backed out of the project leaving it to fail, and 3 said that senior management did not put in enough effort to support the project from the start:

The senior management interference was not up to the required level during all the phases of the project, which then led to the problems in the project at the later stages of the project.

...the project ended up failing because in the middle of it, management backed out and became negative especially after the cost implication and hence we couldn’t progress

Yes it did have an impact because the management decided to withdraw funding for the project thereby ‘killing’ the project altogether

The Stage At Which Issues In The Project Were Noticed

Interviewees were asked at what stage of the project they thought management and the project team realised the project was taking a wrong turn. Three people mentioned that problems in the project were noticed at the implementation stage while two mentioned the testing stage. For the testing stage, one person specifically talked about a later User Acceptance Test (UAT) when the project team realised the system was not customised to suit the organisation’s requirements. This is what he said:

During the later UAT phase of the project, the project team realised that the project without customisation will not suit the customer’s requirements but then it was too late to make any great effort to avoid failure of the project. However efforts were made both from the project team and management to work around areas of conflict.

One other interviewee did not specify any particular stage but said the project problems were noticed from the very start of the development process. He said:

Some of the things were noticed from the start for me, the project was doomed from the beginning...

Interviewees were then asked what could have been done differently in the project. Four of them pointed to user involvement in this context. They said that all users from all departments, including senior management, should have been involved from the beginning of the project to the end, while three said that the project needed better requirements analysis. One interviewee talked about project phasing and one other said that the project needed proper management and budgeting to succeed. Thus user involvement was ineffective. This is what one of the interviewees had to say:

...during the meetings a lot of time was wasted with consultants. Users were trying to agree on what needed to be included in the system but instead policy issues were discussed with consultants. I only attended one meeting and decided that it was not worth attending other meetings as these were not project implementation meetings

Another interviewee suggested that user involvement was not taken seriously;

I was the one in charge of infrastructure at the time yet I was giving the project a cold shoulder. No one asked for my views.

During the discussions on requirements analysis, one of the interviewees explained that the system requirements were never properly analysed which should not have been the case. He said that;

During the project proposal stage the gaps between the scope of the project and the customer requirements had not been identified in
an effective way...effective gap identification should have been in place much earlier in the project...

DISCUSSION

The main aim of this research was to explore the effect of user involvement on IT project implementation and success. In order to achieve this, the study set out to answer two main questions:

- What is the link between user involvement and IT project success?
- How did the users describe their involvement in the project?
- What issues were voiced or shared relating to how user involvement influences a project?

The discussion that follows seeks to provide the answers to the questions.

User Involvement

Half of the users who participated in the research were involved at some stage of the development and implementation of the new system. Some respondents were involved in all stages of the project while others were involved in specific stages only. Some expressed their wish to have been more involved.

One of the benefits of involving users in IT projects is that users are able to identify and provide information on system requirements that will enable the development of an efficient system and improved system quality (Kujala 2003, 2008). Consulting users on requirements has also been said to be one of the ways of involving users in the development process and best done at the beginning of the project development so as to get the bigger picture of the requirements (Damodaran, 1996). However looking at the results from the questionnaire, most of the users in this case were never consulted on their requirements. The development process began with little or no requirements analysis from the users and most of the respondents from the survey were not informed of the project’s progress either. Hartwick and Barki (1994) suggested that one of the ways users can participate in IT projects is through the “user-information system relationship” where users can communicate their views as well as get feedback on the project progress at all stages.

Most respondents felt that their involvement in the development of the new system could have improved their work efficiency and ensured that the system fitted with their requirements. They were clearly aware of the benefits they could have attained from being part of the project’s development process. These reasons are consistent with the findings by authors like Damodaran (1996); Wu and Marakas (2006) who explained the benefits of user involvement in IT projects in their research. Damodaran (1996) further explains that users in the end are the ones that will stay with and use the system.

Success and Failure

When participants were asked what the outcome of the project was, some stated it was a success while others a failure. This shows that the different participants all had their own conclusions. Evidence from this and from previous research shows that determining whether a project is a failure or a success depends on the person evaluating the project, as explained by Shenh et al (2001); Wang and Huang (2005). The participants further explained the reasons as to why they said the project was either a success or failure. These reasons provided the different criteria respondents used to determine the project outcome. From the literature reviewed, different criteria are used to measure project success/failure and these change depending on the project.

Respondents concluded the project was a failure for reasons including the lack of user involvement, poor communication, the fact that system was never implemented, poor planning, requirements were never met and increased costs among others. Lack of user involvement was the main reason respondents gave for the
project failure supporting literature cited in the second section (Chaos report, 2001, 2009; Palanisamy & Sushil, 2002).

Most of the participants strongly agreed with this statement “the level of user involvement in the project contributed to its success/failure”. Previous research findings also concluded that user involvement in IT projects can determine their success or failure (Damodaran, 1996). These findings also conclude that the project in this organisation was to a greater extent a failure due to inadequate user involvement.

Project Funding, Senior Management Involvement/Interference

Research has shown that it is very important for senior management to get involved in IT projects since they make strategic decisions on funding and other resources that could impact on the project. Senior management support also encourages users to get involved in the system development process (Cavaye, 1995).

It was noted that the implementation costs of the project continually increased and the estimated budget was not met. Furthermore there was no money set aside for contingencies during the planning process and this was the main reason for some respondents to define the project as a failure. Aside from the increase in the project costs, interviewees agreed that management did not play a sufficient part, and this also contributed to the failure of this project. Senior management withdrew from the project and cut off its funding exacerbating its failure. Management decided to cut costs in the company during the time the project was being implemented even though almost half the project work was completed.

CONCLUSION

Interviews and questionnaires were used to collect respondents’ opinions on user involvement and it was discovered that participants felt that their involvement would have made a difference in the project. The findings also show that participants were of the view that if users are to be involved in IT projects, they should be involved at all the stages from planning to implementation. It was clear that the majority view was that the project failed, and lack of user involvement contributed substantially to this failure. Users were not effectively consulted on their requirements and were not given feedback on the project’s progress. This study concludes that user involvement in IT projects is very important and can indeed determine the project’s outcome; that is whether it turns out to be a success or failure. User involvement still remains one of the most significant factors that can lead to IT project success/failure.

Users may not be directly involved in the development process but at least they should be consulted on their requirements and given daily feedback on the project progress (Damodaran, 1996). It is better for users to be involved at all stages of the development process as noted by Majid et al (2010) and Noyes et al (1996) for better project results. The involvement of users in the development process should have an impact; users should be able to influence the decisions being made and not involved for the sake of it (Damodaran, 1996). User participation is becoming the norm in relation to internet development with widespread acceptance of Web 2.0 (O’Reilly 2007). However our research suggests that this culture is not prevalent in large scale ‘stand alone’ projects, where Toffler’s ‘prosumers’ (Toffler 1980) have yet to have their day. This is in accordance with research reviewed by Leidner and Kayworth (2006).

Different people will define success/failure differently but what is important is to have all users and stakeholders that have an interest in the system or project that is being undertaken to come together and understand/agree on what factors will be used to measure the success of a project. The golden triangle is a good measure to determine if a project is a success/failure but this should not be used alone. Other factors need to be considered like the level of user involvement, good project management and planning as noted in this project. Although user involvement was the main concern in this research, it was also discovered that there were other issues that
contributed to the failure of the project such as poor planning, senior management withdrawal from the project, and increasing costs.

Since this study is aimed at assessing the impact of user involvement on IT project implementation and success, the results obtained should be viewed in the perspective of the given research setting. The research is concerned with just one IT project in East Africa with a relatively small group of respondents. The findings cannot therefore be generalised but they are valuable in supporting key work in the field of user involvement and project success and failure in IT projects. Further work to establish why user involvement is not the defining culture in the design of large IT projects would be valuable and might help to increase the proportion of projects that succeed in future. The research did not investigate whether there was any correlation between the project failure, lack of user involvement and the geographical location of the project in East Africa and we note that there is a dearth of literature discussing IT Project Management and user participation in developing countries.
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